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FASHION
FOREWARD

‘The question isn’t who is going to let me; it’s who is going to stop me’ are
the famous words of writer and philosopher Ayn Rand. The timelessness of
this expression captivates the mind even today and forms the very essence
of women leading industry and economy in India and across the world. Our
issue this month thus pays a beﬁtting ode to women entrepreneurs in the
fashion world who have taken risks and fought many a battle to reach where
they are today – successfully running companies and setting benchmarks
for other aspiring women, and men, to follow.
Through our conversations with them, we take you through their journey
in the Indian fashion sector, right from the beginning to where they stand
today. These entrepreneurs and leaders share their experiences, stories and
anecdotes with us, giving us a glimpse into the business of fashion and the
women leading it. And amid all that glitz, we also bring to light the latest
trends in the Indian women’s wear market, and the innovations that the
changing season will bring with it.
After a two-year hiatus, we’re excited to announce the return of India
Fashion Forum (IFF), being hosted at The Leela Ambience, Gurugram, from
March 23-24. In its 21st edition, the Forum will underline the four futureproof tenets of fashion - Purpose, Innovation, Experience and Engagement
– with industry leaders engaging in riveting conversations. We hope to see
you there!
February had another big announcement – the Union Budget. Presented
on February 1 by Honourable Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman, the
goals set this year for the Budget had many supporters from the MSME and
start-up segments of Indian fashion who touted it as one that will take the
economy ahead in the right direction.
As always, we hope you ﬁnd this issue informative. We wish you all a Happy
Women’s Day!
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NEW COLLECTION
CHARLES & KEITH SHOOTS SPRING 2022 CAMPAIGN WITH KRYSTAL

T

o ring in the new year, Charles
& Keith has released its Spring
2022 campaign fronted by the brand’s
ﬁrst-ever global brand ambassador,
Krystal. The new collection is inspired
by colourful ﬂorals against a pastel
backdrop. This also marks Krystal’s
inaugural campaign with the brand

since her appointment as its ﬁrst global
brand ambassador.
The collection includes the Koa bag
that has a retro, boxy silhouette and a
large clasp. Other 2000s-inspired bags
also make their debut in the campaign,
like the mini Aspen shoulder bag and

DV FASHION BRINGS FORTH
ITS OCCASION-WEAR EDIT

D

V Fashion, a brand headed by Disha
Vadgama, has brought forth its latest
collection – The Occasion Edit – that offers
traditional and contemporary occasion-wear
silhouettes for women. The range offers
products that are suitable for occasions such
as weddings, haldi ceremonies, sangeet
ceremonies, cocktail parties, etc. Detailed
elements such as geometrical ﬂuency, shoulder
drapes, puff y sleeves in shades of pink, white,
green and more give a fresh and rejuvenating
approach to a rather traditional occasion wear.
The collection is priced `25,000 onwards and
available on the brand’s website as well as
Instagram page.
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sculptural top-handle hobo bag. Charles
& Keith also showcases its new footwear
range that includes sandals, urban clogs
and Mary Janes in ﬂoral motifs.
The Spring 2022 collection will be
available in stores and online from
mid-February.

N

eeman’s, a home-grown footwear label, has
launched its new line of sneakers - the ReLive You
collection - crafted from 100% recycled PET bottles.
The other materials employed in the ReLive You
sneakers include plant-based caster bean oil, recycled
rubber, co-polymers and organic polyurethane
material. The four styles in the collection are Beat the
Blues, Brave the Night, Love the Tan and Embrace the
Greys, crafted in tones of blue, black & white, tan and
grey, respectively.
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Speaking about the new collection, Taran Chhabra,
CEO and Founder, Neeman’s, says, “We are excited to
launch ReLive You, a notable successor of the popular
ReLive Knits sneakers. On the one hand, this new
collection reiterates the magniﬁcence of individualism
and, on the other, it restates our unwavering
commitment to the planet and our customers.
Furthermore, by offering sustainable and fashion-

BUSINESS & INNOVATION

NEEMAN’S CRAFTS SNEAKERS’
RANGE FROM 100% RECYCLED
PET BOTTLES

ENAMOR UNCHES NEW RANGE OF
SLIM-FIT THERMAL WEAR

E

namor’s new range of heat skin thermals are lightweight
and designed for ﬂexibility. The whole collection has
been designed with an innovative heat generating fabric. The
four-way stretch and added spandex allow for ﬂexibility while
retaining shape, and the antimicrobial fabric absorbs moisture
to stay fresh and clean longer. The antistatic ﬁnish also keeps
the outerwear cling-free.

forward alternative footwear that is both comfortable
and trendy, the ReLive You sneakers have a distinct
design identity of high-street sensibilities while
portraying different traits that every person harbours
through its colours. ReLive You uses eight recycled
PET bottles for each pair as we want to stand tall at the
conﬂuence of sustainability and style.”
Available for purchase on the brand’s website, ReLive
You sneakers are priced starting `3,999.
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Enamor’s thermal wear collection offers three products in the
Ultra Light, Ultra Flex and Heat Skin range. Products include
a sleeveless vest which has a V-neck that disappears under
scoop or plunge tops. Priced at `799, it gives ﬁtted hip coverage
even while bending. The 3/4th sleeve top comes with a V-neck
and has a thumb loop that helps keep sleeves in place when
putting on ﬁtted outerwear. This style has been priced at `899.
The collection also offers leggings that have a ﬂat and ﬁrm
waistband and stirrups at the bottom to avoid the leggings from
rolling up. Priced at `999, they are available in pear pink, black
and pale skin colours. This collection by Enamor is offered in
sizes S, M, L, XL and XXL, available on the brand website as
well as other e-commerce platforms.

CIRCULAR TEXTILES:
AN URGENT CALL FOR SHIFT
The fashion industry is one of the key consumers of natural resources such as water and
energy. This widespread consumption due to fast fashion has devastating impacts on
people and the planet. It is now more urgent than ever to shift from a linear – take, make,
use, dispose – model to a circular model or circular economy where waste and pollution
are designed out, products and materials are kept in use longer, and natural systems can
regenerate. Mukul Agrawal, Chief Sustainability Ofﬁcer, Birla Cellulose, shares his view on
circular textiles and how brand Liva Reviva incorporates them in their products.
By IMAGES Business of Fashion Bureau

-Mukul Agrawal,
Chief Sustainability Officer, Birla Cellulose

Tell us about circular textiles and
their importance for the planet and
the industry.
An estimated 110 million tons of
material is used in the fashion industry
annually and more than 90 million
tons of fashion waste goes to landﬁll
and incineration every year. As an
estimate, only 1% of the material
is recycled today. This widespread
consumption due to fast fashion has
devastating impacts on people and
the planet, including its biodiversity. It
is now more urgent than ever to shift
from linear – take, make, use, dispose
– model to a circular model or circular
economy where waste and pollution are
designed out, products and materials
are kept in use for longer, and natural
systems can regenerate.
Polyester dominates the
industry with 65% share
in the material basket
and polyester garments
cannot be recycled due to
technological limitations.
Also, it is not biodegradable
at the end of life, creating
signiﬁcant issues of land
and water pollution when
leaked to environment. Cotton
is about 25% an agricultural
ﬁbre. Man-made cellulosic ﬁbres
(MMCF) (viscose, lyocell, modal)
constitute 8% of total ﬁbre basket.
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The current innovations are now
making it possible for cotton waste to
be recycled into viscose and lyocell
processes. The products like Liva
Reviva use industrial cotton waste as
feedstock. The mechanical recycling of
fabrics has also started; however, it has
limitations in quality of fabric and ﬁbre
that can be produced using this process.
The recycling industry is at a nascent
stage and has huge opportunity to
rapidly grow if brands start consuming
circular materials in larger quantities.
How does Liva Reviva incorporate
circular textiles in its products?
Please elaborate on the entire
process, right from product design.
Responsibly produced MMCFs have
emerged as one of the most sustainable
ﬁbre choices due to their sustainability
credentials. MMCFs are made from
natural and renewable wood sourced
from sustainably managed forests and
are made using the closed-loop process,
which has a much lower environmental
impact and compared to other ﬁbres,
MMCFs are biodegradable in soil,
water and marine environment and are
easily compostable at the end of life.
With the advancement of technology, the
waste cotton from pre- and post-consumer
waste can now be recycled back into the
viscose ﬁbre which can replace use of
virgin wood-based pulp, thus providing

Chairman’s Message

IFF 2022:
SHARP.
PROGRESSIVE.
ICONIC.

“A forced hiatus sometimes offers the
downtime to reﬂect and re-energise.
And that is what I feel about the 2022
edition of India Fashion Forum, India’s
only fashion-centric business intelligence
event. Coming out of the many learnings
and transformations of the past two
years, we’ve all had to relearn the basics
of what makes a fashion business
relevant and timeless. It is my privilege
to be chairing this powerful congregation
of India’s fashion and allied businesses,
and I invite all with a stake in India’s
fashion evolution story to experience
and beneﬁt from this mega
business event.”

The Indian fashion industry’s much-awaited annual
event – India Fashion Forum (IFF) – is all set to be hosted
from March 23-24 at The Leela Ambience, Gurugram.
Chaired by Akhilesh Prasad, President & CEO, Fashion
& Lifestyle Business, Reliance Retail, the 21st edition of
IFF will underline ‘Purpose, Innovation, Experience and
Engagement’ as the tenets of future-proof, proﬁtable
fashion retail.
By IMAGES Business of Fashion Bureau

– Akhilesh Prasad,
Chairman, India Fashion Forum 2022 and President &
CEO, Fashion & Lifestyle Business, Reliance Retail

T

he 21st edition of India’s largest fashion retail intelligence event,
India Fashion Forum (IFF), is ready to set the stage on ﬁre as it
returns after a two-year hiatus induced by the COVID-19 pandemic.
The mega congregation of leaders and brands from fashion, technology,
retail support and retail real estate will be held from March 23-24, 2022, at
The Leela Ambience Gurugram.

//MARCH 23-24// The Leela Ambience, Gurugram
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Themed ‘Purpose, Innovation, Experience and Engagement’, IFF 2022 reﬂects
how and why fashion companies must aim to achieve excellence in these four
prominent areas that can potentially deliver strong growth and proﬁtability.
The event aims to help the Indian fashion industry uncover answers to some of
the most vital questions brands should be asking themselves:

NO BARRIER TOO BIG
The world of fashion is meaningless without women. Be it the business of fashion or fashion
itself, the sector would have been dreary and nondescript had it not been for the many female
entrepreneurs, artists, models, decision-makers and professionals who comprise it. In this
article, women in the business of fashion share their stories of diligence, perseverance and
some uncalled for challenges that they took in their stride to reach where they stand today –
leading brands and breaking barriers!
By Tripti Mehta

WOMEN’S SPECIAL

‘THE GOAL IS TO CONNECT,
COLLABORATE, CONTRIBUTE’

LUBEINA
SHAHPURWALA
CHAIRPERSON, FICCI FLO
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Lubeina Shahpurwala, Chairperson, FICCI FLO, began her journey at the
organisation as a key member, and was soon nominated to take on a position
in the Executive Committee where she worked to achieve the goals of the
Chamber as Chairperson. “I am honoured to be bestowed with this role
and to be part of the FICCI FLO community where promoting economic
empowerment and equal opportunity for women is the main focus. The
goal is to develop and sustain a network of women business owners and
professionals while working with civil society, government and the private
sector,” she adds.
Established in 1983, FICCI FLO, the women’s wing of FICCI (Federation of
Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry), is an all-India organisation
for women, with 18 chapters across the nation. The Forum, headquartered in
Delhi, represents over 8,000 women entrepreneurs and professionals.
Shahpurwala believes that it is essential to see more women participating in
industry forums and interacting to bring to light their concerns. “Women are
apprehensive to be a part of associations that are away from their comfort zone
and I am very delighted to say that we have been able to create a safe space
where we have seen a lot of participation by members,” she adds.

She adds, “More than 85% of graduates from fashion schools are women,
but only 14% of major fashion brands are run by women. We need to, as an
industry, hire more women, pay equal wages and create an ecosystem where
women have a voice.”
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“Do your research, keep your data
and analysis handy and then stand
your ground. Data is key. Build
teams and always make sure you
have time for strategic thinking and
planning. It is also important to
be open-minded and be willing to
listen to opinions without taking it
personally. Find your way and don’t
be afraid to take risks and fail.”

Shahpurwala wishes to stay committed to promoting economic empowerment
and equal opportunity for women by developing and sustaining a network of
women business owners and professionals while working with civil society,
government and the private sector. “The goal is to Connect, Collaborate,
Contribute to changing the lives of working women,” she adds. Having worked
with rural women, she is committed to changing the life of those working in
textiles, accessories, handicrafts, apparel and health industries. With her core
focus on entrepreneurship, Shahpurwala is also working towards creating
sustainable livelihood for women and youth in the Palghar region.

WOMEN’S WEAR

ON A MASSIVE SURGE
A recent report estimates the Indian women’s wear market to be over 1.2 billion people.
This massive opportunity for women’s wear brands in India is further fuelled by the growing
disposable income of women in the country, increased accessibility to fashionable Western
wear that’s inﬂuenced by international trends, as well as the growing urge among women
across age brackets and sizes to dress well. Through this article, some existing and new-age
brands in the segment help us understand the opportunity better.
By Tripti Mehta
IMAGES Business of Fashion

BUDGET
2022-23
AN ENABLER
FOR INDUSTRY
On February 1, Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman presented the Union Budget for
ﬁnancial year 2022-23, a Budget that claimed to
focus on growth while promoting technologyenabled development. Here’s how some
prominent retailers and brands from across the
fashion industry reacted to the announcements
made during the presentation.
By IMAGES Business of Fashion Bureau
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O

ne of the most awaited announcements of
the year – the Union Budget – essentially lays
the economic foundation of the country. This
year, the Budget, presented on February 1 by Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman, hoped to achieve
its goal of inclusive development, productivity
enhancement and investment. For MSMEs and
Industry, the targets of Union Budget 2022-23 are:
• Udyam, e-shram, NCS and ASEEM portals to
be interlinked
• 130 lakh MSMEs provided additional credit
under Emergency Credit Linked Guarantee
Scheme (ECLGS)
• ECLGS to be extended up to March 2023
• Guarantee cover under ECLGS to be expanded by
`50,000 crore to total cover of `5 lakh crore
• `2 lakh crore additional credit for Micro and Small
Enterprises to be facilitated under the
Credit Guarantee Trust for Micro and Small
Enterprises (CGTMSE)
• Raising and Accelerating MSME performance
(RAMP) programme with outlay of `6,000 crore to
be rolled out

‘INFLATION IS GOING
TO EAT THE PIE’
With the advance of the internet and globalisation, it has become easier for consumers
to buy products online and receive them at their doorstep. This has led to a signiﬁcant
increase in demand for fashion products, which has increased the cost of production. To
keep up with this increasing cost of production, many brands have been forced to raise
prices in order to maintain proﬁt margins.
By Karan Bose, Managing Director, Hula Global

T

he fashion industry is an
exceedingly competitive
and fast-paced market. It is
constantly struggling with increasing
input costs because of factors such as
rising wages, materials, energy costs,
transportation costs, regulations and
other factors that can inﬂuence supply
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chain bottlenecks. These rising input
costs have been putting pressure on
the producers and consumers who are
being forced to pay higher prices for
their products.
High input price in fashion has a
signiﬁcant impact on both producers

